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Quick start 

Ans. Two games we play regularly are cricket and kho-kho.  

         I like to play these two games because: 

i. We enjoy playing these games together with friends. 

ii. We stay fit and refresh our mind also. 
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Mind Map 

Done in notebook. 

Let’s practise 

1. Answer the following questions in one sentence: 

a. Done in notebook. 
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b. Done in notebook. 

c. Done in notebook. 

d. Fair play makes us learn about social rules, like cooperating 

with team members, solving and sharing problems. 

e. Done in notebook. 

f. Done in notebook. 

g. Done in notebook. 

h. Badminton, cricket, Kho-kho, etc. 

i. Yes, game I learnt from my coach is basketball. 
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j. Done in notebook. 

2. State true or false: 

a. True 

b. False 

c. False 

d. True 

e. False 



3. Fill in the blanks: 

a. discipline, team spirit, completion. 

b. social 

c. unfair 

d. emotional 

e. active 

f. 4000 

g. traditional 

h. 13.4 

4. What does it means to be ‘out’ in games? When does one get 

‘out’ in Kabaddi means? 

      Ans.  Done in notebook. 
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5. Classify the following games into outdoor and indoor games. 

Ans. Homework 

6. Identify the games shown in the picture below: 

Ans. cricket, hockey, volleyball and football 
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7. Ask your adult close to you, what games they played when 

they were young. 

Ans. Homework 

8. Tick the games that are played using a ball: 

      Ans. Table tennis, basket ball. 

9. How many players do you need in each of these games? 

    Ans. Done in notebook 
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One level up 

1. Ans. Ludo rule:  each player has four pieces or token, each 

token start from the starting square, move clockwise on the 

board and eventually enter the player’s home.  

2. Homework  

4 Ans. Five rules that we will follow them throughout our life are: 



a. exercise daily 

b. eating healthy 

c. being honest 

d. helping friends and people around 

e. respecting elders 
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Quick start- H.W 
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Mind map 
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Lets’ practise 

Q1. Match the name of the anima to their ears: 

i. Horse 

ii. Dog 

iii. Elephant 

iv. Mouse 

v. rabbit 

Q2. Name any two animals each of the following category: 

a. Dog, horse 

b. Birds, crocodile 

c. Rabbit, tiger 

d. Snake, dolphins 

Bird's nest

Tailorbird's nest-
Bird stiches leaves 

to make a nest.

Weaver bird's nest-
built by dry grass.

Woodpecker' 
nest-bird enlarges 
the small hole in 
the tree trunk.
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Q3. Ans. Animals need ears to hear sound. Big ears of some animals like 

elephant, rabbit keep them cool. 

Q4. Ans. Birds have tiny hole on both side of their head. Holes are covered 

with feathers. These ears hole help them to hear. 

Q5. Ans. Animals have different pattern on their body, as they help animals 

to look different and also help in identification. 

Q6. Name---------------------chapter: 

a. Snake 

b. Elephant 

c. Rabbit 

d. Rabbit 

e. Dog 

One level up: 

a. Sphinx cat is a breed of cat known for its lack of fur, also called hairless 

cat. 

b. Animals like ants, bees and elephant lives in a big social group and they 

depend on one another for food and shelter. 
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3. Ans. Bald eagle has biggest nest in the world. It is found in North 

America. 

4. Ans. Mani is kind and soft hearted. 
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Chapter 4 

Animals and Their Characteristics 

Notebook work 

Q1. Fill in the blanks: 

i. There are five sense organs in humans. 

ii. There are two types of teeth: deciduous and permeant teeth.  

iii. Cats and dogs have much developed sense of smell as compared 

to humans. 

iv. Elephants uses their trunk not only to smell but also to lift the 

food. 

v. A stork uses its long beak to catch fish. 

vi. Teeth are the hardest part of the body.   

Q2. Match the columns: 

Column A Column B 

i. Parakeet a. Curved beak 

ii. Sparrow b. Short beak 

iii. Hoopoe c. Long beak 

iv. Kite d. Sharp beak 

v. Owl e. Downward facing beak 

 

Q3. Give one word of the following: 

i. Teeth appears and fall very early in life. Deciduous teeth 

ii. The sharpest teeth in herbivorous. Incisors 

iii. Helps the carnivorous to tear the flesh. Canine 

iv. Help to taste the food and speak. Tongue 

v. The animal who can see only at night and is blind during day. 

Bats  


